
1 Day  Chicago City Tour  (CH1-A) 

Price: $60 per person 

Departure Location: Chicago's Chinatown（2206 S Wentworth Ave） 

Departure Time: 8:00am 

Departure Date: Tue (Apr 1ST –Oct 31ST )  

View the Small peninsula of lake Michigan, enjoy magnificent landscape in  Chicago of the 

United States, our last visited huge city, beside the lake there are all kinds of skyscrapers, 

located aside each other , along the road , and also enjoy one of the most beautiful skyline in 

the world. Through the earth Museum, aquarium, planetarium, visit the world's largest 

artificial fountain - Buckingham fountain and Millennium Park famous in the world for 

covering an area of 9.9 hectares and “Cloud Gate” building.  Millennium Park is famous for 

its cross-century architecture, sculpture and landscape designing.  Then we go to view 

scenery platform on  110 layer of North America's tallest building Sears Tower , which is 

one of the world's highest observation deck, we will be indulged in the beauty of the city 

without knowing time elapsing.   On the way through the city square and states office 

building in Chicago and the world's largest and earliest futures exchange building.  After 

lunch we take the Chicago building cruise ship, enjoy the most famous buildings in Chicago 

along the way, which presented a fantastic city to you . You will see from the gothic style to 

modern style of architecture. At the same time enjoy the architecture of Chicago, in which 

these are most famous, IBM building, Wrigley chewing gum headquarters, Chicago Tribune 

building, Trump Tower, corn building , Hyatt Regency headquarters , After the boat to a mile 

"wonderful," said the luxury business district of Michigan.  It's broadness, luxury is no less 

than Champs Elysees, in here more than two hundred and fifty famous brand shops and two 

famous chocolate museum.  Next is the bulls home, Joint center, in the memory of "bull" 

the miracle. Then to the cradle of the Nobel Prize - the university of Chicago, the earlier 

campus are built in early Gothic style, University of Oxford campus as the template, 

President Obama has taught  constitutional law at the University of Chicago law academy. 

At nightfall, we will arrive in Chicago's Chinatown（2206 S Wentworth Ave. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

1 Day Surrounding of Chicago City Tour (CH1-B) 

Price: $60 per person 

Departure Location: Chicago's Chinatown（2206 S Wentworth Ave） 

Departure Time: 8:00am 

Departure Date: Wed (Apr 1ST –Oct 31ST )  

In the morning, we will head to the Northern of Chicago, between the Northwestern 

University and botanical garden, which is the paradise for the rich in Chicago. With a lot of 

trees and beautiful Michigan Lake around, sophisticated villas are here and there. First 

Northwestern University attracts your eyes, which is famous for its Business Department 

ranked top five among universities in America, with a major marketing hitting the first in 

America universities rank. Then we will go to the Baha’i church, which is one of the world’s 

seven churches. The Baha’i Faith can be dated back from Persian in 19th century. After 100 

years’ development, the Baha’i Faith grows as a worldwide religion with five million 

believers and spreads in 200 countries and areas. The religion creed is to improve the 

individual and the society to work hard for a peaceful and united world, that’s to say, “the 

earth is a nation, all the human being are the nationals.” After lunch we will go to the Oak 

Garden in the west of Chicago, which are a typical North American town and the hometown 

of great writer Hemingway. The greatest architects White in 20th century and the villas of his 

style here will surprise you and show the perfect combination of art and architecture. Next 

we will go to the McDonald’s headquarters and take photos there. At nightfall, we will arrive 

in the Chicago's Chinatown, (2206 S Wentworth Ave) 

         

The ticket of price varies in different seasons and we will not offer further notice. 

 tourists buy the ticket as the price on the day you come.   
景点门票费用 Attraction Fee Adult Senior Child (6-12years） 

Willis Tower 前西爾斯大厦 $18.00  $18.00  $11.00  

Chicago Cruise 芝加哥游船 $28.00  $26.00(65&up) $14.00 

Service Fee服务费 $8 /  DAY/PERSON 

 


